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Read the following text and answer the questions below 
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AN UNEXPECTED DISCOVERY 

Two children playing hide-and-seek accidentally found a secret door in the 
back room of their grandmother’s country house. They discovered 23 religious 
pictures painted by some famous artists more than 300 years ago. The pictures 
reproduced scenes from the Bible. Two local artists had already visited the 
country house many times, but they could not find any secret door in the building 
although they had heard about its existence and had been looking for it.  

The only reason why the children discovered the door was that one of them 
had dropped a five-pence coin onto the floor while trying to hide under an old 
table. As he was looking for it, he saw an unusual gap in the floor. With his pocket 
knife he began digging around the gap. When his sister came and tried to hide in 
the same place, the floor suddenly opened under their weight and they fell into a 
dark hole. The hole was about 15 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, so it was 
quite easy for them to come out of it.  

They ran back to the house and told their grandmother about their discovery. 
She didn’t believe them at first but when they brought one of the pictures in front 
of her, she went to the back room with them. “God really works in mysterious 
ways,” she said.   

All the pictures are now at the local Museum. They will be inspected, 
cleaned, archived, and examined by experts. They will not be put on public 
display until early next year.  

 

GLOSSARY 

Title:    Discovery = Descubrimiento 
Line 4:  Bible  = Biblia 
Line 8:  To drop = Caérsele algo a alguien, dejar caer, tirar 
Line 8:  Coin  = Moneda 
Line 12: Hole  = Agujero, hoyo 
Lines 19/20: On display = En exposición 
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1.- Based on the text, answer the following questions using your own words as far as 
possible. (2 points) 
 

a) – What made the floor break? 
 
b) – What did the children do just after finding the pictures?  

 
2.- Say whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE according to the text. Copy 
the evidence from the text. (1 point) 
 

a) – Nobody had shown any interest in the pictures before. 
 
b) – The children’s grandmother has kept all the pictures to decorate her house.  
 

3.- Choose the correct answer. (2 points) 

1) – Well if the plane had been …… time, he …… here by five o’clock. 
 A – at / would be  B – on / would have been 
 C – in / will have being  D – in / would has been 

 
2) – There were some ……… on the table, but there was no bread  …… 

A – knives / left   B – dish / about   
C – dishes / itself   D – knifes / fresh 

 
3) – I always let you ……… a lie-in at the weekend,………? 

A – having / don’t I  B – to have / don’t you 
C – to have  / don’t you  D – have / don’t I 

 
4) – There’s …………… funny about the way he ……………… today. 

A – some / is going to behave B – anything / must behave 
C – nothing / behave  D – something  / is behaving 

 
5) – Oh, I wish I……… harder. I ………… start tomorrow. 

A – had studied / had better B – studied / would rather 
C – studied / had better  D – had studied / would rather 

 
6) – He …………… to London tomorrow. He………… there nearly every month. 

A –  will fly / is going  B – flies / is going    
C –  would be flying / goes D – is flying/ goes 

 
7) – I don’t feel like ………… at home, so I ………… go out. 

A – stay/ must     B – staying /may 
C – to stay / need   D – is staying / can 

 
8) – Sit down and make ……… at home while I make ……… dinner. 

A – yourself / ……    B – one another / …….   
C – each other / some  D – yourselves / a 
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9) – The house is not clean yet ………… she ……………… all morning. 

A– although /  has been cleaning B – while / would be cleaning 
C – because / was cleaning  D – so / is cleaning   Mayores 25 Años 2008                                                                                                                 Inglés  1 / 2  A, página 3 

 
 
10) – …… go for a drink, I haven’t had a beer ……… longer than I can remember 

A – Let’s / for  B – Will / already 
C – Shall / since      D – There / yet 

 
4.- Match both columns to make FOUR grammatically correct and meaningful sentences. 
(2 points) 
 
If you want more to eat, 

 
not to wake up my little sister. 

He said he was staying with some friends why don’t you help yourself? 
 

I didn’t have a shower this morning, 
 

our friend Michael can afford. 
 

I’m afraid that car is more expensive than 
 

until they can buy their own house. 

 
5.- Write a composition of about 100 beginning with:  
 
Write a letter to a friend telling him why you have decided to take this exam and what 
you’ll do if you pass. 
Or 
read the following sentences and put them in order to make a  paragraph of Stephen 
Hawking’s biography. ( 3 points) 
 
A.- These are the two major theories of modern physics.  
 
B.- The British theoretical physicist Stephen William Hawking, born in 1942, is a leading figure 
in modern cosmology.  
 
C.- Not long ago, Hawking published a non-technical explanation of his work called A Brief 
History of Time. 
 
D.- While at Cambridge, he learned that he had a degenerative disorder of the nervous system. 
 
E.- He studied physics and mathematics at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge.  
 
F.- After finishing his studies in 1966, he set out to link quantum mechanics and relativity.  
 
G.- This work has been a major success all over the world. 
 
Orden 1ª 2ª 3ª 4ª 5ª 6ª 7ª 
Letra  
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